Overview
Country: Hong Kong, China
Industry: Offshore Software Development
Customer Profile
Headquartered in Los Angeles, with offices
in Hong Kong and Shanghai, KBQuest
provides offshore software development to
leading US, Chinese and Japanese
companies. The company specializes in
corporate portals, financial services,
healthcare, education, and logistics.
Situation
In the absence of a unified repository for all
project data, the lack of effective
collaboration between analysts, project
managers and developers located in
geographically dispersed offices led to issues
of transparency and quality control.
Solution
Adopting Microsoft’s Visual Studio Team
System 2008, a set of software development,
collaboration, metrics, and reporting tools to
enable a collaborative and transparent
development cycle.
Benefits

Enhanced Collaboration

Improved Software Quality

Optimal Developer Productivity

Better Visibility

Easy Compliance with Standards

“Visual Studio and .net framework empowers our
development team to focus on enhancing business logics
instead of drilling into low level coding, helping us build
powerful applications with less effort.”
Eric Moy, Managing Director, KBQuest

Situation
KBQuest is a global IT service provider, specializing in high quality offshore software
development to leading US, Chinese and Japanese companies.

The company has extensive

experience in developing and supporting software applications in a wide spectrum of business
areas, including Corporate Portal, Healthcare, Education, Financial Services and Warehousing.

KBQuest’s development team members, comprising architects, developers, testers, database
professionals, and project managers, work in offices located in the US, Hong Kong and China.
One of the primary challenges for project managers in the Hong Kong office involved
managing the entire offshore application development process while maintaining project
transparency among teams situated in geographically dispersed offices.
Moreover, in the absence of a comprehensive testing environment, it became cumbersome to
conduct comprehensive code review for all projects, leading to issues of quality assurance and
client satisfaction.

“Armed with standalone tools to manage the application lifecycle and the task of consolidating
critical information scattered in different locations, the development team had to regularly face
challenges in working together effectively,” said Eric Moy, Managing Director, KBQuest.
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Improved Software Quality
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Better Visibility

“Visual Studio Team System
provides superior tools to
deliver a successful project,
helping us win customer trust
and solidify our reputation,
leading to more potential
customers and incremental
business opportunities.”
-Eric Moy, Managing Director, KBQuest Inc.

Benefits

By consolidating all project data in one central
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for remote workers and project stakeholders
outside of the development team.

“Visual Studio Team System provides superior
tools to deliver a successful project, helping us
win customer trust and solidify our reputation,

and work-item tracking, facilitating reuse of
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process. In addition, by using such key VSTS

-Eric Moy
Increased Collaboration
Members of the development team, including
managers, can work together more effectively
using such key VSTS capabilities as Work
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Enhanced Developer Productivity

leading to more potential customers and
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features as static analysis and code profile,
developers can identify problems in advance,
resulting in significant time savings.

Microsoft Visual
The Microsoft .NET Framework

is an integral Windows® component that supports
building and running the next generation of
applications and XML Web services. For more
information, go to:
msdn.microsoft.com/netframework/
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trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in
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for building next-generation Web applications
and XML Web services. Visual Studio .NET
includes a single integrated development
environment with RAD features for building Web
applications and middle-tier business logic, and
RAD XML designers for working with data. For
more information, go to:

visualstudio.net/

